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First Principles Calculations of Hydrogen Evolution Reaction
and Proton Migration on Stepped Surfaces of SrTiO3

Maksim Sokolov,* Yuri A. Mastrikov, Guntars Zvejnieks, Dmitry Bocharov,
Veera Krasnenko, Kai S. Exner, and Eugene A. Kotomin

Recent research suggests that photocatalytic activity toward water splitting of
strontium titanate SrTiO3 (STO) is enhanced by creating multifaceted
nanoparticles. To better understand the source of this activity, a previously
designed model is used for two types of surfaces of this nanoparticle, flat and
double-stepped. Density functional theory calculations of water adsorption on
these surfaces are performed to gain insight into water adsorption and proton
migration processes, as well as thermodynamics of hydrogen evolution
reaction within the framework of computational hydrogen electrode. It is
concluded that ridges of single- and double-stepped surfaces are nearly
identical in terms of adsorption configurations and energetics. Also, it is
demonstrated that protons have migration barriers lower than 0.7 eV and that
surface morphology impacts catalytic activity toward hydrogen evolution
reaction, with flat surface demonstrating higher catalytic activity.
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1. Introduction

There is a great interest in developing in-
termittent renewable energy sources, such
as wind turbines or solar panels. One pos-
sible improvement direction is toward stor-
age of overproduced energy by using hy-
drogen as energy vector. Hydrogen itself
is produced in hydrogen evolution reac-
tion (HER), which is cathodic half-reaction
of electro- or photocatalytic water splitting.
HER reaction equation is 2H+ + 2e− ←→
H2(g), U

0 = 0 V versus reversible hydro-
gen electrode (RHE). There are two dif-
ferent mechanisms of HER: Volmer–Tafel
(V–T) mechanism and Volmer–Heyrovsky
(V–H) mechanism. The V–T mechanism
consists of two Volmer steps, which are

adsorption of two hydrogen atoms to the active site, denoted as *
(Equation (1)), followed by recombination of two adjacent hydro-
gen atoms and desorption, or Tafel step (Equation (2)) to form
gaseous H2. V–H mechanism, however, comprises of a single
Volmer step, and the second hydrogen atom is taken from the
surrounding media (Heyrovsky step, Equation (3)).

H+ + e− ←→ H∗ Volmer step (1)

H∗ +H∗ ←→ H2 Tafel step (2)

H3O
+ +H∗ + e− ←→ H2 +H2O Heyrovsky step (3)

Strontium titanate SrTiO3 (STO) is a good catalyst for overall
water splitting and HER in particular.[1–14] The catalytic activity
of STO toward water splitting can be further improved by creat-
ing faceted nanoparticles.[15] Such an improvement is attributed
to preferential deposition of Pt and Co3O4 co-catalyst, as well as
lower charge recombination rate. Both of these factors arise due
to anisotropy of the multifaceted nanoparticles.
Water adsorption on STOwas studied in detail.[16–18] In the pre-

vious paper our group investigated adsorption configuration and
energetics of water on two types of surfaces of faceted nanoparti-
cles, namely, flat {001} and stepped {110}.[19] However, HER on
STO stepped surface has not yet been described.
In this paper we continue our research by investigating wa-

ter dissociation and proton migration to deeper understand pro-
cess of HER on STO stepped surface. We estimate transition en-
ergy barriers for the proton migration and demonstrate that V–T
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Figure 1. Flat surface cell. Green—Sr atoms, blue—Ti atoms, red—O atoms. Vacuum region is along the c vector. Reproduced under the terms and
conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY license.[19] Copyright 2021, The Authors, published by MDPI.

Figure 2. Single-stepped surface cell. 1—ridge adsorption site; 2—gully adsorption site. Green—Sr atoms, blue—Ti atoms, red—O atoms. Vacuum
region is along the c vector.

mechanism can be observed for HER on stepped STO surfaces
at low overpotentials. Investigation of V–H mechanism is out of
scope of this paper.
Moreover, we apply computational hydrogen electrode (CHE)

approach of Nørskov and Rossmeisel[20,21] to estimate catalytic ac-
tivity of both flat and stepped {110} surface toward HER. We use
ΔΔGH∗ activity descriptor, which is similar to the approach de-
scribed in ref. [22]. The reason to use ΔΔGH∗ over adsorption
free energy ΔGH∗ is that the latter is very sensitive to exchange-
correlation functional and inclusion or neglection of solvation
effects. We demonstrate that flat surface is more active toward
HER than stepped, even without considering charge recombina-
tion or presence of co-catalysts. This suggests that morphology of
surfaces also plays a role in improved catalytic activity for HER,
which, to the best of our knowledge, was not considered a factor
in experimental studies of STO faceted nanoparticles.

2. Computational Details

Gas-phase density functional theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed with Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).[23–26]

Table S1, Supporting Information contains all necessary compu-
tational details. Relaxed rhombohedral SrTiO3 phase (R3c) with
optimized lattice constant a0 of 5.54 Å was used. We compare flat
TiO2-terminated {001} surface, single-lattice-constant a0√

2
step

{110} (single-stepped) and double-lattice-constant a0√
2
step {110}

(double-stepped) surface, shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3, respec-
tively. Water molecules were placed on both terminations of the
slab to neutralize electric dipole moment.
Water molecule adsorption energyΔEads is calculated by Equa-

tion (4), where EH2O∗ is the total energy of configuration with wa-
ter molecule adsorbed, E∗ is the total energy of the corresponding
surface without adsorbate and EH2O

is the total energy of water
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Figure 3. Double-stepped surface cell. 1—ridge adsorption site; 2—slope adsorption site; 3—gully adsorption site. Green—Sr atoms, blue—Ti atoms,
red—O atoms. Vacuum region is along the c vector. Reproduced under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution CC BY license.[19]

Copyright 2021, The Authors, published by MDPI.

molecule. The equation is written for non-symmetric slab, that
is, single-sided adsorption.

ΔEads = EH2O∗ − (E∗ + EH2O
) (4)

Water molecule adsorption free energyΔGads is given by Equa-
tion (5) (for non-symmetric slab), where ZPE stands for zero-
point energy, ΔZPE = ZPEH2O

∗ −ZPEH2O
− ZPE∗ and TΔS ≈

−TSH2O
. ZPE∗ and ZPEH2O

∗ (for each adsorption site) are
calculated via finite differences method as implemented in
VASP. ZPEH2O

= 0.57eV and TSH2O
= 0.67eV (at 298.15K and

0.035bar).[20] By including the calculated values, we obtain
ΔGads = ΔEads + 0.53 eV for ridge and ΔGads = ΔEads + 0.79 eV
for slope.

ΔGads = ΔEads + ΔZPE − TΔS (5)

We investigated the impact of water concentrations on the ad-
sorption energies, and the impact is to a vast extend negligible,
as described in Section S2, Supporting Information.
To perform thermodynamic simulations of HER, we calculate

Gibbs free energy ΔGH∗ of Volmer step (H+ + e− ←→ H∗) by ap-
plying the CHE approach and using Equation (6)

ΔGH∗ = EH∗ − E∗ −
1
2
EH2

+ ΔZPE − TΔS (6)

where H∗ is hydrogen adsorbed on STO surface. ΔZPE =
ZPEH∗ −

1
2
ZPEH2

with ZPEH2
= 0.27 eV and TΔS ≈ − 1

2
TSH2

=
−0.20eV.[27] ZPEH∗ is calculated by using finite differences
method as implemented in VASP. Please note that the Equa-
tion (6) is written for a non-symmetric slab (single-sided adsorp-
tion).
All figures are created in VESTA visualization system.[28]

3. Results and Discussion

The section is structured as follows: first, we recap water ad-
sorption on STO[19] with additional insights on single-stepped
surface. Second, we investigate water dissociation process on
double-stepped surface. Finally, we discuss the results of CI-NEB
calculations and thermodynamic simulations of HER.

3.1. Water Adsorption

To understand the difference between water adsorption on
flat and stepped surface, we performed an extensive search
of the most favorable water adsorption configuration and con-
sidered ≈ 50 initial geometries of a single water molecule
per termination.[19] In ref. [19] we discussed the most note-
worthy ones.
The most important results of the previous study are that on

flat surface dissociative adsorption is slightly more preferable
and similar situation is observed on slope of the step. On ridge,
only dissociative adsorption is possible, and it is accompanied by
spontaneous oxygen vacancy formation. On gully, water adsorp-
tion is energetically less favorable.
Additionally, we performed calculations for a single-stepped

surface. All energies are at HER conditions of U = 0 V versus
RHE. Two variations of the single-stepped surface are consid-
ered: one where ridge of one side of the slab is directly opposite to
ridge on the other side (“phase,” Figure 2a) and the other where
ridge is directly opposite to gully (“antiphase,” Figure 2b). On the
single-stepped surface (Figure 2) two modes of dissociative wa-
ter adsorption are observed. Our results suggest that water ad-
sorption configurations are the same on “phase” and “antiphase”
single-stepped surface, so we visualize only “phase” in Figure 4.
In ridge case, water molecule dissociates with spontaneous oxy-
gen vacancy formation (“phase”: ΔGads = −1.04 eV; “antiphase”:
ΔGads = −0.93 eV). The observed configuration and adsorption
energy are almost identical to ridge of double-stepped surface.[19]
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Figure 4. Water adsroption on single-stepped surface. Green—Sr atoms, blue—Ti atoms, red—O atoms, white—H atoms.

Another case is a less energetically favorable one with OH ad-
sorbate atop ridge and the remaining H is atop gully (“phase”:
ΔGads = −0.17 eV; “antiphase”:ΔGads = −0.14 eV). The slight dif-
ference in energetics can be explained by the shorter distance be-
tween adsorbates in “phase” surface.

3.2. Water Molecule Rotation and Proton Migration on the
Double-Stepped Surface

To get insight into kinetic processes on the stepped surface
we performed climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB)
calculations.[29] Only processes around slope of the stepped sur-
face were investigated, because only one very stable configuration
was found for ridge and no noteworthy processes were found on
gully. CI-NEB data are compiled in Figure 5 for water rotation bar-
riers and Figure 6 for water dissociation barriers and for further
protonmigration. Detailed CI-NEB plots are in Supporting Infor-
mation.
First, we investigated rotation of molecular water adsorbed on

slope. We found that the rotation happens almost without energy
barrier. The barrier of water molecule rotation from one orienta-
tion to another is below 0.10eV (Figure 5).
Then we looked into water dissociation (Figure 6 reaction co-

ordinate from 0 to 1 and Figures S2–S5, Supporting Informa-
tion). Proton dissociates from water preferably along the slope
with zero energy barrier, to a dissociative configuration that is
slightly more stable than the molecular one. Dissociation to-
ward gully is accompanied by at least 0.15 eV energy barrier,
which is negligible at room temperature. Dissociation of the sec-
ond proton is accompanied by a much higher barrier from 0.52
eV up to 0.60 eV, depending on initial configuration. Taking
all of this into account means that water is predominantly ad-
sorbed dissociatively along the slope and energy barriers make
other configurations less likely. Dissociation barrier for flat sur-
face is 0.09 eV, as reported in ref. [16], which is similar to the
lowest dissociation barrier from our calculations for stepped
surface.
After dissociation, the proton can migrate further. Preferable

migration path is toward gully (Figure 6 and Figure S6, Support-

ing Information) with barrier 0.36 eV. Migration toward ridge
(Figure 6 and Figure S7, Supporting Information) is less prefer-
able with barrier 0.53 eV, which is consistent with observations
from the geometry relaxation of the single-stepped surface. These
barriers are also similar to the migration barrier on the flat sur-
face, which is 0.51 eV.[16]

Please note that some of the transition energy barriers are
likely imprecise, since the performed frequency analysis of the
supposed transition states revealed that the calculated minimum
energy path goes through the stable intermediate instead of the
expected saddle point. Pathways that go through the saddle point
are drawn in bold in Figure 6.

3.3. Proton Migration Calculations in Context of HER Mechanism

Let us now discuss the possibility of V–T mechanism of HER on
the STO stepped surface.
V–T mechanism requires two adjacent H∗ adsorbates. Thus, a

sufficiently large H∗ coverage is expected. Also, the V–T mecha-
nism comprises a chemical step (Tafel step), and this step is not
affected by the applied electrode potential. Therefore, the free-
energy barrier for the Tafel step needs to be sufficiently small so
that the V–T mechanism can proceed.
V–H mechanism, on the other hand requires only a single H∗

adsorbate. Therefore, one may expect that the V–H mechanism
may be operative even for a small H∗ coverage. Given that the
V–H mechanism consists of electrochemical steps only that are
affected by the applied electrode potential, one could expect that
for sufficiently large overpotentials, the V–H mechanism gener-
ally excels the V–T mechanism.
We demonstrated the low energy barrier for H∗ migration so

that two adjacent H∗ adsorbates are likely met, so the criteria
of sufficiently large coverage is fulfilled. Hence, it is suggested
that the V–T mechanism is possible for HER over STO stepped
surface at low overpotentials. Yet, there is still an opportunity
that the V–H mechanism is operative, and we cannot render a
conclusion on whichmechanism is energetically preferred, since
the calculation of the transition states for the V–H mechanism
is beyond the scope of the current paper.

Adv. Theory Simul. 2023, 2200619 2200619 (4 of 7) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Theory and Simulations published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 5. Molecular water rotation on slope of stepped surface. Arrows denote transition direction and numbers indicate height of transition barrier.
U = 0 V versus RHE.

Figure 6. Free-energy diagram of water dissociation (reaction coordinate
from 0 to 1) and further proton migration or *OH adsorbate dissociation
(reaction coordinate from 1 to 2) in the vicinity of the slope of the double-
stepped surface. U = 0 V versus RHE. Legend labels correspond to the
number of the respective Figure in Supporting Information, where initial
and final configurations are also shown.

3.4. HER

To estimate the catalytic activity of both flat and stepped surface
we used a standard technique of computational hydrogen elec-
trode approach.[20,21] We placed a single hydrogen atom atop dif-
ferent oxygen sites, denoted similarly to Ti sites in Figure 3, with
addition of ridge-slope and slope-gully sites, where H is placed
atop O that is between the respective sites. Adsorption atop Ti
was not considered, as calculation on flat surface revealed that Ti
site to be vastly energetically unfavorable (ΔEads = 2.13 eV).
As is known from experimental data on nanoparticles,[15] HER

occurs on the flat part of the nanoparticle, where Pt is deposited
as co-catalyst. Thus we begin with comparing our ΔG∗

H value of
flat STO surface (−0.13 eV) to that of platinum (−0.09 eV[21]),
which is by far the best catalyst forHER.[30] As the values are close
to each other, it can be concluded that flat STO surface is active to-
ward HER, according to our calculations. This statement is valid
independent of the fact that solvation, overpotential and kinetic
effects may shift the optimum binding energy of adsorbed hy-
drogen away from zero,[31–36] as gas-phase calculations are used

Adv. Theory Simul. 2023, 2200619 2200619 (5 of 7) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Theory and Simulations published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 7. ΔΔGH∗ values with respect to flat STO surface.

Table 1. Data for Gibbs free energy calculation.

Site (EH∗ − E∗ − EH2 ) [eV] ZPEH∗ [eV] ΔGH∗ [eV]

Flat −0.51 0.32 −0.13

Ridge 0.00 0.32 0.39

Slope −0.20 0.32 0.19

Gully 0.26 0.32 0.65

Ridge-slope 0.27 0.32 0.65

Slope-gully 0.09 0.31 0.47

here to capture general trends to distinguish between active or
inactive sites.
To estimate the catalytic activity of other adsorption sites, we

introduce ΔΔGH∗ , defined in Equation (7). Similar approach is
described in ref. [22]. In our study, ΔΔGH∗ is essentially ΔGH∗

of a system with respect to ΔGH∗ of the flat surface. The result
is shown in Figure 7 and data summarized in Table 1. We esti-
mate error of our DFT calculations to be ≈0.1 eV, which is stan-
dard. This results in 0.2 eV error for ΔΔGH∗ , except ΔGH∗ (flat),
for which the error is 0.0 eV. Ridge, which is the second most
active site, has ΔΔGH∗ = 0.32 ± 0.2 eV, and all other sites have
ΔΔGH∗ > 0.32 eV. Hence it can be concluded that the catalytic
activity of STO nanoparticles toward HER is traced to the flat sur-
face, when referring to the concept ofΔGH∗ as activity descriptor.

ΔΔGH∗ = ΔGH∗ (system) − ΔGH∗ (flat) (7)

4. Conclusions

In this work we presented results of our computational study
of water dissociation, proton migration process, and HERon flat
and stepped surface of STO.
CI-NEB calculations suggest that molecular water rotates

freely atop slope. It then can dissociate along step virtually with-
out barrier. The dissociated proton can further migrate toward
ridge oxygen or gully oxygen, with the latter having lower barrier.
The barriers of proton migration suggest that V–T mechanism
of HER in case of incomplete coverage and low overpotentials is
possible on slope of the step. Moreover, the barriers on slope of
the step are similar to that of flat surface.
Thermodynamic simulations of HER concluded that flat sur-

face is more catalytically active than stepped surface, which

means that not only charge separation and preferential co-catalyst
deposition, but surfacemorphology itself plays a role in enhanced
catalytic activity toward HER. The finding of better catalytic activ-
ity of the flat surface is consistent with the experimental data.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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